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Dear Folks,
Greetings and Salutations; I hope you’re doing well. Welcome to a catalogue with a number of In Tall Cotton titles and Neale Publishing Company titles.

Note: We’ve received many requests from you to offer books under $100 in our newsletters, especially from those who aren’t near our store where we offer thousands of books
under $100 – from $5 up.
Considering shipping costs and the fact that we ship UPS with delivery to your door,
offering single titles under $100 isn’t financially feasible.

Open Wed. & Fri.
9 to 3

However – let’s give it a try. If your total order is $100 or more – it can include or consist
of books under $100, i.e. buy a $75 book and a $50 book and receive free UPS shipping,
or buy 2 $50 books and receive free shipping. Orders $100 and over include FREE
shipping. Orders under $100 will be shipped UPS at $15.

HOLIDAY hours may vary.
Call Jean
919-604-4519
to inquire

Give it a try; if we receive enough orders for books under $100, we’ll continue to offer
them in future newsletters.

Call Jean
Store 919-365-6963
Cell 919-604-4519

Enjoy!

GIFT CERTFICATES available in any amount.

GIFT CERTIFICATE

SHOWS are returning!!!
Most SHOWS have been
cancelled or rescheduled.
Please check with Show
Sponsors for complete information.

Thinking of Having a
Book Printed? Visit our
website or request our
brochure about printing
to answer your questions.

To: ______________________________
Amount: ______________________________

B ROADFOOT
P UBLISHING
C OMPANY

From: ______________________________
1907 Buena Vista Circle Wilmington, NC 28411
Phone 910-686-4816 Fax 910-686-4452
Email: bpc@ec.rr.com
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Rare and Out-of-Print Civil War Books
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Any title returnable for any reason (within 7 days please). Please call us if you will be returning a book so we can make it available
to others.
Same-day shipment most orders.
We accept checks, money orders, MasterCard, Visa and Discover; payable in U.S. dollars.
Phone orders encouraged. Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST, Monday - Thursday; we’re closed on Fridays. Fax or e-mail anytime.
FREE shipping on orders of $100 and over. All books carefully packaged and sent UPS unless otherwise requested. All UPS
shipments are insured and receipted; please provide a street address and note whether delivery address is commercial or residential.
North Carolina customers please add 7% sales tax.
Foreign orders: International Postage extra.
All books protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket or sleeve.
If you need terms - just ask, we’re easy.
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FREE Shipping on orders $100 and over
($15 shipping for orders under $100)
1. Balfour, Daniel T. 13th VIRGINIA CAVALRY Virginia Regimental History Series. Lynchburg,
VA 1986. 115 pages. First edition, #603 of a limited edition of 1000 numbered copies signed by
the author, fine in fine dust jacket. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$100.00
2. Battine, Cecil THE CRISIS OF THE CONFEDERACY. A HISTORY OF GETTYSBURG
D THE WILDERNESS. London, New York, Bombay 1905. 424 pages. Dornbusch IV,
O
S LAND
12531. 6 fold-out maps, colored frontispiece with Flags of the Confederacy. First English edition,
interior tight and clean, maps fine, small pin hole in half title page, boards slightly frayed and toned.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$125.00

3. Bernard, Geo. S. WAR TALKS OF CONFEDERATE VETERANS. Petersburg. 1892.
xiii, 335, (2) pages; errata sheet plus supplement to errata. Dornbusch III, 399. Frontis. A quality
publication with illustrations on coated paper. First edition, title page margins trimmed, tipped in,
hinges tightened, rubbed, related newspaper articles tipped in, contemporary underlining and
annotating by a member of the regiment. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$150.00
4. Billings, John D. THE HISTORY OF THE TENTH MASSACHUSETTS BATTERY OF
LIGHT ARTILLERY IN THE WAR OF THE REBELLION. Boston, MA 1881. xii, 496
pages, 9 portraits, 2 maps, 4 plates, one in color. Dornbusch I, MA-30. “Among the top dozen
unit histories pertaining to the Civil War. Billings used his own diary, some 300 letters, and comrades’
manuscript as a basis for this book.” – Nevins. First edition, interior clean and tight, boards evenly
toned, spine faded. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $200.00
Another copy: Interior clean and tight, hinges tightened, boards soiled, spine wrinkled, scuffed.
$150.00
5. Bowman, S.M. and Irwin, R. B. SHERMAN AND HIS CAMPAIGNS: A Military
Biography. New York 1865. 512 pages. Full page steel engravings with tissue guards, Illustrations
and maps, folding map. First edition, interior clean and tight, lacks front fly, maps and illustrations
fine, above average. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $75.00
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6. Caffey, Thomas E.
BATTLEFIELDS OF THE SOUTH FROM BULL RUN TO
FREDERICKSBURG,
WITH
SKETCHES OF CONFEDERATE COMMANDERS, AND
D
SOLGOSSIP OF THE CAMPS BY AN ENGLISH COMBATANT. New York 1864. xvii, 517
pages. In Tall Cotton #8. Dornbusch III, 1357. Two folded maps. First edition, interior tight,
minor foxing, tips of spine frayed, corners rubbed, maps fine. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar
dust jacket.
$200.00
7. Claiborne, John Herbert SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS IN OLD VIRGINIA. New York and
Washington, 1904. Neale Publishing Co. xvi, (17)-360 pages. Krick #80 Frontis of Claiborne,
SOLD
1 full page plate on coated stock. Dornbusch IV-8022. 12th Virginia Infantry. “Revealing for this
observant physician’s reminiscences of life in wartime Petersburg, VA.” – Civil War Books. “Among
the best of the Virginia books published by Neale.” – Krick, Neale Books. Dr. Claiborne held the
rank of Major in the CS Army and served as a Surgeon with the 12th VA Inf., Surgeon in the
brigade that included the 41st (Mahone’s Brigade) and as Director of all military hospitals in the
Petersburg, VA Area. Claiborne was very detailed in his writings, especially important are his
descriptions and comments on the Confederate retreat to Appomattox.” – Krick. First edition,
clean, tight, bright copy. This copy belonged to Colonel W. H. Taylor, Lee’s adjutant and is so
signed on the front fly “W. H. Taylor.” Claiborne interacted with Lee and writes well of the
Confederate cause and Confederate soldiers. “Literally leaving all, – friends, fortune, home, – they
laid down their lives for principle. And wherever you find a Confederate monument to the dead,
there you will find at its foot the grave of a Maryland soldier.” Laid in is a 4-page typed letter signed
from Claiborne to Taylor. Claiborne writes of Dahlgren’s raid and his closure had me wiping my
eyes. Also laid in is a letter from F. J. Dickman – in an envelope addressed in a fine hand to “Col.
W. H. Taylor”
“Norfolk, Va.
February 21, 1906
Col. W. H. Taylor
My dear Sir:
Many Thanks to you for the privilege of reading Dr. Claiborne’s “Seventy Five Years in Old
Virginia,” which I herewith return. The perusal has afforded my much pleasure and instruction. The
doctor’s views are presented clearly and vigorously, and in a style scholarly, with a sweetness of
culture that in a measure make the sting less sharp. He tells many truths, which, though not agreeable
to Northern Ears, the Historic Muse will not let die.
I am, Sincerely Yours,
F. J. Dickman
The copy of all copies. Protected by a clear, acid-free mylar dust jacket. $400.00
8. Clark, Walter
HISTORIES OF THE SEVERAL REGIMENTS AND
D
L
SO BATTALIONS FROM NORTH CAROLINA IN THE GREAT WAR 1861-1865.

5 Volumes. Wilmington 1982. Dornbusch II, NC(C)-722. In Tall Cotton #24. Civil
War Books I-70. Illustrated with 92 individual portraits of North Carolina Confederate
soldiers’ many in uniform, maps, including 5 double page, 2 folding, plans and plates, front
boards stamped with Confederate flag in color. “Regimental sketches vary in quality, but
the work fully merits Douglas S. Freeman’s classification as one of the most indispensable
works for the Army of Northern Virginia.” – Civil War Books. “This was a historical
undertaking of a magnitude matched by no other single state…..Probably ranks next after
O. R., S. H. S. P. and B. & L. in value for the student of the Army of Northern Virginia.” –
Freeman.” – In Tall Cotton. The Broadfoot facsimile reprint, to the best ability of modern
printing, matches the original, Confederate flags in color on front covers, fine excepting
foxing to outer page edges. Protected by clear acid-free mylar dust jackets.
$175.00
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9. Cooke, John Esten A LIFE OF GEN. ROBERT E. LEE. New York, NY 1871. 577 pages.
Dornbusch II, 2919. Steel engraved frontis of Lee in uniform, illustrated with steel engravings and
folding maps. First edition, interior tight, some foxing, folding map fine, some rubs, frays and splits
to boards, seldom found in good condition. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$150.00
10. Copp, Elbridge J. REMINISCENCES OF THE WAR OF THE REBELLION, 1861-1865.
Nashua, NH 1911. 536 pages. Many illustrations, a quality volume printed on coated paper.
Copp served with the 3rd New Hampshire Infantry from the start of the war until he was wounded
in 1864. He landed with the expedition at Port Royal in the fall of 1861 and also fought in the
reduction of Fort Pulaski. First edition, interior clean and tight excepting front endpapers soiled.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$100.00
11. Couper, William THE V.M.I. NEW MARKET CADETS. Charlottesville 1933. 272 pages.
D
III, 1763. Wraps. Frontis, plus 1 folding colored map and 6 full page illustrations on
SOLDornbusch
coated stock. Biographical sketches of all of the New Market Cadets. First edition, interior tight,
very minor foxing. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$75.00
12. Cowles, Luther HISTORY OF THE FIFTH MASSACHUSETTS BATTERY. Boston, MA
1902. xiv, 991 pages. Flag frontis in color, roster, index. Dornbusch I, MA-24. The battery
fought at Yorktown, Hanover Court House, Mechanicsville, Gaines Mills, Malvern Hill, Second
Bull Run, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, Gettysburg, Rappahannock Station, Mine Run,
Wilderness, Spotsylvania, North Anna, Bethesda Church, Petersburg, Weldon Railroad, and
Hatchers Run. The 5th suffered the greatest loss percentage in battle of any light battery in volunteer
service. First edition, interior clean and tight, hinges tightened, boards scuffed and slightly soiled,
lower spine slightly wrinkled, withal better than most copies, uncommon. Protected by a clear
acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$300.00
13. Curtis, Newton Martin FROM BULL RUN TO CHANCELLORSVILLE. The Story of
the Sixteenth New York Infantry Together with Personal Reminiscences. New York, NY
1906. xix, 384 pages. Dornbusch I, NY-245. Frontis, illustrated with full page steel engravings.
Curtis mustered in with the Sixteenth New York Infantry as a Captain on May 15, 1861 to serve
two years in the Sixteenth New York Infantry. Mustered out October 21, 1862 to become Lt.Col.
of the 142nd NYI. Mustered in as Lt.Col. 142nd NYI 22 Oct. 1862. Colonel, 142nd NYI 21
Jan. 1863. Brig. Gen. U.S.V. 24 Jan. 1865. Awarded the Medal of Honor on November 28,
1891 for bravery during the battle for Ft. Fisher, North Carolina on January 15, 1865 as “the first
man to pass through the stockade, he personally led each assault on the traverses and was 4 times
wounded.” First edition, a tight bright copy, blue cloth in gilt with red cross on front cover; scuffed.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$75.00
14. Dabney, R. L. LIFE AND CAMPAIGNS OF LIEUT. GEN. THOMAS J. JACKSON.
New York, NY 1866. 742 pages. Steel engraved frontis of Jackson in uniform. Dornbusch II,
CB-2825. “Written by a member of Jackson’s staff, with the help of Jackson’s family. Next to
Henderson’s, his most authoritative biography.” – Howes. “Dabney, a Virginia clergyman, wrote
this biography at the invitation of Jackson’s family, while the work is polemical in its defense of the
Southern cause, it contains much primary material.” – Nevins. “Dabney’s biography belongs near
the top of any checklist of Jackson literature.” – In Tall Cotton. Pages toned per usual, marginal
(to margins) waterstain to first 50 pages, rubbed, seldom found in good condition. Protected by a
clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$150.00
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15. Dame, William Meade
FROM THE RAPIDAN TO RICHMOND AND THE
SPOTTSYLVANIA CAMPAIGN. A Sketch in Personal Narrative of the Scenes a Soldier
Saw. Baltimore 1920. 213 pages. First edition, interior clean and tight, boards slightly toned.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$75.00
16. Dawson, John Harper WILDCAT CAVALRY A Synoptic History of the Seventeenth Virginia
D Regiment of the Jenkins-McCausland Brigade in The War Between the States.
Cavalry
SOL
Dayton 1982. 158 pages. First edition, fine except boards very slightly toned. Protected by a clear
acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$50.00
17. Denison, Frederic
SHOT AND SHELL, THE THIRD RHODE ISLAND HEAVY
ARTILLERY in the Rebellion, 1861-1865. Providence, RI 1879. 368 pages. Dornbusch I,
RI-4. Union Bookshelf 208. Illustrated. First edition, interior tight, frontis foxed, rubbed, tips of
spine frayed, presentation copy “Peter J. Turner from his Old Comrade In Arms (Col l) George
Metcalf Jan 1st, 1880.” Turner was commander of Company E. Turner has annotated the pages
where he was mentioned including an interesting gambling tale, uncommon. Our first copy in many
a year, the best copy we have offered in 52 years. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust
jacket.
$350.00
18. Derry, Joseph T. STORY OF THE CONFEDERATE STATES. Richmond 1895. xvi, 19448 pages. Dornbusch III-185. Frontis, copiously illustrated. Introduction by General Clement
Evans. First edition, interior clean and tight excepting slight foxing to endpages, handsomely rebound
in red simulated leather with attractive (artistic) gold lettering and decorations to spine. Protected
by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$100.00
19. Divine, John E. 8TH VIRGINIA INFANTRY. Lynchburg, VA 1983. 89 pages. Virginia
Regimental Series. Limited Edition, #768 of 1,000 signed by the author, limitation page toned.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$75.00
20. Drewry, William Sidney THE SOUTHAMPTON INSURRECTION. Washington 1900.
Neale Publishing Company. 201 pages. Illustrations on coated stock, folding map. Krick #118.
“A scholarly account of the famed Nat Turner incident, despite the absence of footnotes. Dr.
Drewry prepared this history as a dissertation for submission at Johns Hopkins University. It is one
of the most significant accounts of the rebellion ever written. Lists of the conspirators and the
victims are appended, together with an impressive list of contemporary and associated witnesses
interviewed. – Krick. First edition, interior clean and tight, waterspots and stains to upper board
edges Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$300.00

SEARCH WITHIN THIS NEWSLETTER – Here’s how
One of the great things about receiving your newsletter via email is that you can search the PDF file.
Depending on your computer, with the newsletter opened, you should be able to go to “Edit” “ Find” on your
taskbar or Ctrl + F to bring up a search box. Type in what you are looking for. Any word is searchable in the search
box; i.e., if you are interested in Jackson or Texas, Gettysburg, Manassas, Hays, Lincoln, etc., just type it into the
search box to find where it appears in the Newsletter. Continue the search by clicking on “Find Next” at the bottom
of the search box. Another search note: when searching a numbered unit, always search for the numerical listing
(10th) and the written word (Tenth). Our titles are listed as they appear on the title page of the book.
(If you have received a printed copy of this newsletter and would like a digital copy, please email bpc@ec.rr.com
and request a PDF copy.)
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21. Eggleston, George Cary THE HISTORY OF THE CONFEDERATE WAR; ITS CAUSES
AND ITS CONDUCT. New York, NY 1910. 2 Vols. Dornbusch III, 191. In Tall Cotton
#53. Eggleston served in the 1st Virginia Cavalry. Harwell In Tall Cotton #53: “The most literate
general history of the war from a Confederate participant.” “An account of high literary merit;
remarkably objective, thought inaccurate in some details.” Nevins II, p. 173. First edition, interiors
clean and tight, excepting front fly of Volume 1 foxed, hinges tightened, spine of Volume 1 rubbed,
faded (per usual). Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jackets. $150.00
22. Evans, Clement Anselm CONFEDERATE MILITARY HISTORY 19 volumes. 1987.
In Tall Cotton #54. Confederate Military History is the best and most used source for
Confederate military history. It was first published in 1899 by General Clement A. Evans in 12
volumes. The volumes were written by former Confederates, many of them famous in their own
right; men such as Jed Hotchkiss, Joe Wheeler, Bradley Johnson and Ellison Capers. Confederate
Military History details the military history of the Confederacy and of each Confederate state.
Each volume includes eye-witness battle accounts, first-hand narratives and maps and military
organizational charts. There are 156 detailed battle maps, some folding, in the set. The state volumes
conclude with biographies of the general officers from that state.
Who says Confederate Military History is great—besides Tom Broadfoot—who isn’t exactly a
disinterested party?
”...good and useful...” IN TALL COTTON, #54—Richard Harwell (greatest Confederate
bibliographer)
”An unrivaled mine of fact.” THE SOUTH TO POSTERITY—Douglas Southall Freeman (greatest
Confederate scholar)
”An excellent reference work...valuable biographical sketches.” CIVIL WAR BOOKS-A CRITICAL
BIBLIOGRAPHY (best guide to Civil War books)
”...this set continues to offer a large amount of useful information for researchers investigating the
military history of the Confederacy.” —THE CIVIL WAR IN BOOKS
How does the “Extended” Edition compare to the regular edition?
A. The extended edition has fifteen times as many biographies of Confederates as the regular
edition. The regular edition covers only generals, whereas the extended edition includes biographies
of men of all ranks (including privates). Also in the extended volumes are 132 additional illustrations
of Confederate soldiers—most in uniform.
B. The extended edition includes the very rare volume Confederates in the North—never before
published.
C. Last, and most important, for this extended edition Broadfoot’s has compiled a two-volume,
1322-page cumulative and subjective index which references every name and important fact in
Confederate Military History in an easy-to-find manner. The original edition has no real index,
only a 34-page listing of highlights.
A few volumes speckled at top edge of pages, otherwise fine.
$700.00
which is half of retail – plus free postage on these heavy volumes. A deal!
23. Flagg, J. F. B., MD ETHER AND CHLOROFORM: Their Employment in Surgery,
Dentistry, Midwifery, Therapeutics, Etc. Philadelphia 1851. 189 pages plus ads. First edition,
interior clean and tight, foxed. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$300.00

FREE SHIPPING on orders $100 and over.
Terms as needed - Just ask.
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24. Gerrish, Theodore ARMY LIFE: A PRIVATE’S REMINISCENCES OF THE CIVIL
WAR. Portland, ME 1882. 372 pages. Dornbusch I, ME-125. Gerrish fought with the Army of
the Potomac from Antietam to Appomattox in the 20th Maine. Account of the defense of Little
Round Top. First edition, interior clean and tight, endpages foxed, outer spine splits, binding tight.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$50.00
25. Goldsborough, William Worthington THE MARYLAND LINE IN THE CONFEDERATE
STAT ES A RM Y . Baltimore 1983. 371 pages. Dornbusch II, MD(C)-501. In Tall Cotton
#69. Howes G-226. Coulter 192. Frontis portrait of Maj. Gen. Arnold Elzey. “The best study of a
Maryland unit; Goldsborough was one of the few Confederates who freely confessed to robbing
dead soldiers.” – Civil War Books. “The best study of a Maryland unit;….Robertson.” – In Tall
Cotton. A fine copy excepting outer page speckling, of a reprint that’s becoming hard to find.
$75.00
26. Gordon, Armistead Churchill MEMORIES AND MEMORIALS OF WILLIAM GORDON
MCCABE. Richmond, VA 1925. 2 Vols. Dornbusch II, VA(C)-1109. Frontis of McCabe in
each volume, plus other illustrations. McCabe served at Fort Sumter, Battery Wagner and with
Pegram at Petersburg. “Contains the sometimes revealing recollections of an adjutant to, and close
friend of, Colonel W.J. Pegram.” – Civil War Books. First edition, interiors clean and tight, paper
labels on spine are browned, per usual, boards of Volume 1 slightly toned and speckled, upper tips
of Volume 1 spine chipped. Protected by clear acid-free mylar dust jackets.
$200.00
27. Graham, James A. THE JAMES A. GRAHAM PAPERS 1861-1864. Edited by H. M.
Wagstaff. Chapel Hill 1928. 323 pages. Dornbusch II-805. 27th North Carolina Infantry. Mostly
D
L
O
S
letters written to the author’s mother during the war. Contains roster and service record of Co. G,
27th Regt. NC Infantry, CSA. Graham served from 1861 to the surrender of Appomattox. “Personal
letters of a member of the 27th North Carolina, followed by a descriptive roster of one company in
that unit.” – Civil War Books. The roster contains biographical sketches of members of the 27th
with detailed information not found elsewhere. First edition, bound, outer page edges slightly speckled,
title stamped in gold on spine. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$50.00
28. Grant, Ulysses S. PERSONAL MEMOIRS OF U.S. GRANT. New York 1885-86. 2
volumes. Shoulder Strap Edition. First edition. Illustrations and maps fine, hinges tightened, scuffed,
Volume II spine faded. Protected by a clear acid- free mylar dust jacket.
$300.00
29. Hanson, John W. HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE OLD SIXTH REGIMENT OF
MASSACHUSETTS VOLUNTEERS, During Its Three Campaigns in 1861, 1862, 1863,
and 1864. Boston 1866. 349 pages, frontis, illustrated, roster. “A factual history of a unit whose
sixteen months of active duty included involvement in a Baltimore riot.”-Nevins. First edition,
interior clean and tight, former owner’s stamp on lower title page, hinges tightened, rubbed, tips of
spine chipped. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$100.00
30. Harrison, Mrs. Burton [Constance C.] RECOLLECTIONS GRAVE AND GAY. New York
1912. 386 pages, folding maps. In Tall Cotton #81. “An intelligent woman’s memories of social
life and economic conditions in Richmond, with good commentaries on Confederate military and
political leaders.” – Civil War Books. ….a record of Confederate life…useful to anyone wanting
the feel of the Confederate capital….” – In Tall Cotton. Interior clean and tight, spine faded.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$100.00
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31. Hays, Gilbert Adams UNDER THE RED PATCH: STORY OF THE SIXTY-THIRD
REGIMENT, PENNSYLVANIA VOLUNTEERS, 1861-1864. Pittsburgh, PA 1908. 476,
(3) pages. Dornbusch I, PA-194. One of Fox’s Fighting 300. “A rather good compilation of
soldier’s letters, memoirs and articles – all bound together by a strong narrative.” – Nevins. First
edition, interior tight and clean, boards rubbed and toned, uncommon, our first copy in many a year.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$200.00
32. Henderson, G.F.R. STONEWALL JACKSON AND THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. 2
volumes. London, New York and Bombay 1898. In Taller Cotton 106. Howes H-408.
Dornbusch IV-8890. First edition. Full page steel-engraved frontis of Jackson in uniform, 33 maps
full page or folding with 1 large folding color map at the end of Volume I. “In all 18 editions of this
well-done study have appeared; while not achieving impartiality on Jackson, Henderson viewed the
war with a detached objectivity.” – Civil War Books. Interiors tight and clean excepting for browning
to Volume 1 frontis, unusual for these thick volumes, maps fine, boards slightly soiled and scuffed.
The first edition is uncommon especially in good condition. Protected by a clear, acid-free mylar
dust jacket.
$300.00
33. Hunter, Alexander JOHNNY REB AND BILLY YANK. New York and Washington 1905.
D Publishing Company. 720 pages. Krick #241. Frontis and illustrations. Dornbusch II,
SOLNeale
VA-1396. In Taller Cotton 115. “Alexander Hunter served in the 17th Virginia Infantry through
the spring of 1863, then secured a transfer to the 4th Virginia Cavalry. His book’s particular value
arises from its extensive discussion of field and camp life of enlisted men. It has received wide use
and attention from Civil War students and collectors-perhaps more than its considerable worth
warrants. Walter Neale himself was very fond of Hunter and wrote a glowing review of the man
and his books in Neale’s Monthly for February, 1914.” – Krick. “A veracious account of the life
of a soldier in Lee’s army, highly quoted and highly in demand.” – Nevins. First edition, interior
clean and tight, boards rubbed with a few water spots – as is often the case. Protected by a clear
acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$300.00
34. Ingalls, Henry H. THE DIARY OF HENRY H. INGALLS Sixth Regiment of Massachusetts
Volunteer Militia, Company K. Suffolk, VA 1986. Wraps. 66 pages. First edition, #11 of 50
copies privately printed for Giles L. Newsome (Civil War Books & Relics). Presentation copy, our
first copy. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$50.00
35. Jackson, Mary Anna LIFE AND LETTERS OF GENERAL THOMAS J. JACKSON.
New York 1892. xviii, 479 pages. Dornbusch II, CB-2838. Howes J-25. Frontis of Jackson in
uniform, plus 10 illustrations, some on coated stock. “Written nearly thirty years after Jackson’s
death ‘expressly for his grandchildren’; includes many of Jackson’s personal letters.” – Civil War
Books. First edition, interior tight, some brown smears – from moisture? – boards soiled and
rubbed. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$100.00

FREE Shipping on orders over $100
This newsletter contains listings priced under $100. IF your TOTAL ORDER is $100
or more UPS shipping is FREE. For orders under $100, UPS shipping is $15.

Shipping cost for orders under $100 is $15
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36. Johnson, Charles F. THE LONG ROLL. East Aurora, NY Ltd. 1911. 242 pages. Dornbusch
I, NY-212. 9th New York Infantry. Department of Virginia, Burnside’s Expeditionary Corps,
Department of North Carolina. First edition, half leather, #35 of a limited edition of 500 copies,
Interior clean and tight, leather spine pieced together incomplete. Not in Broadfoot’s Price Guide,
an omission on his part – no doubt one of more than one. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust
jacket.
$150.00
37. Johnson, John Lipscomb THE UNIVERSITY MEMORIAL BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES.
Alumni
D of the University of Virginia Who Fell in the Confederate War. Baltimore, MD
SOL
1871. 765 pages. Dornbusch IV, 9409. First edition, 5 vols. in 1, frontis, plus 8 full page steel
engraved portraits of Confederate soldiers, most of whom are in uniform, tissue guards, interior
clean and tight, tissue guards boxed, but laid down their condition to protect the steel engraving, as
is their purpose, expertly rebound, front board engraving laid down, spine stamped in gold. Protected
by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$250.00
38. Johnston, William Preston
THE LIFE OF GEN. ALBERT SIDNEY JOHNSTON,
EMBRACING SERVICES IN THE ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES, THE
REPUBLIC OF TEXAS AND THE CONFEDERATE STATES. New York 1878. xviii,
755 pages. Dornbusch IV, 8923. Howes J-175. Frontis bust of Johnston, 8 full-page steel or
wood engravings, 5 text maps, decorative gold spine stamping. “An uncritical study by Johnston’s
son (himself a Confederate soldier); contains much quoted material.” – Civil War Books. First
edition, Interior tight, tips of a number of pages trimmed, no loss of text, frontis faintly stained,
boards speckled, like real speckled, like being a #1 contender in the boards speckled contest, but
inscribed on verso of front board “Wm. B. Taliaferro from his friend Major H. Bonde? of Lexington.”
Taliaferro was a Virginia lawyer and politician who served in the 23rd Virginia, became a Brigadier
General commanding a brigade in Jackson’s Division. He was sent to western Virginia, participated
in the Romney Campaign and fought at McDowell and in the Valley Campaign. He took command
of Jackson’s Division, over Stonewall’s protest, at Cedar Mountain and was wounded at Groveton.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$350.00
39. Jones, John Beauchamp REBEL WAR CLERK’S DIARY AT THE CONFEDERATE
STATES CAPITAL. 2 volumes. Philadelphia 1866. 872 pages. First Edition. In Tall Cotton
#104. Howes J-220. Dornbusch IV-12251. “The most consulted journal for wartime Richmond
and the Confederate government...” – Civil War Books. First edition, interiors clean and tight, tips
of spine frayed, ex libris with stamps, spine labels, seldom found in good condition. Protected by a
clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$200.00
40. Lenfest, Solomon Augustus THE DIARY OF SOLOMON AUGUSTUS LENFEST Co. G
Sixth Massachusetts Infantry while stationed at Suffolk, Virginia. Suffolk, VA 1975. Wraps.
33 pages. Illustrated. First edition, fine, our first copy. Protected by clear acid-free mylar dust
jacket.
$50.00
41. Loehr, Charles T. WAR HISTORY OF THE OLD FIRST VIRGINIA INFANTRY
REGIMENT ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA. 1978 reprint of Richmond 1884 edition.
Dayton OH. 87 pages. Dornbusch II, VA(C)-1315. One of Morningside’s first reprints. Fine in
black cloth with bright gold stamping. Protected by a clear acid-free dust jacket.
$100.00
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42. Long, A.L. MEMOIRS OF ROBERT E. LEE, HIS MILITARY AND PERSONAL
HISTORY, Together with Incidents Relating to His Private Life Subsequent to the War
Embracing a Large Amount of Information Hitherto Unpublished. New York 1887. 707
pages. Later edition of Dornbusch II, 2944. Frontis of Lee in uniform plus 3 full page plates, 1
large folding map plus 7 field maps, some folding. “Heavy emphasis on the military campaigns; by
a former Confederate officer who served on Lee’s staff.” – Civil War Books. Interior clean and
tight excepting a few pages with minor soil and speckling, hinges tightened, boards speckled, tone
and scuffed, seldom found in good condition. Protected by a clear, acid-free mylar dust jacket
$150.00
43. Loughborough, Mrs. James (Mary Ann) MY CAVE LIFE IN VICKSBURG. With Letters
of Trial and Travel. By a Lady. New York 1864. 196 pages. Illustrated half title page, brown
cloth. Dornbusch IV, 11484. Mary Loughborough was the wife of Colonel James M.
Loughborough, one of the defenders of Vicksburg. “A valuable story of a gentlewoman’s experiences
under siege at Vicksburg.” – Civil War Books. First edition, a clean tight copy, rebacked, spine
stamped in gold. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$175.00
44. McClellan, George B. McCLELLAN’S OWN STORY. THE WAR FOR THE UNION.
New York, Charles L. Webster 1887. 678 pages. Dornbusch II UB-2225. Union Bookshelf 56.
Full page, steel-engraved frontis of McClellan, 3 maps and plans, 10 full page illustrations. “A
classic rationalization by one of the war’s most controversial figures.” – Civil War Books. Union
Bookshelf 56. Shoulder Strap edition. First edition, interior tight and clean, minor spots to outer
page edges, scuffed, red and gold engraving on front board bright. Protected by a clear acid-free
mylar dust jacket.
$225.00
45. McDonald, William N. A HISTORY OF THE LAUREL BRIGADE. Baltimore 1907. 499
pages. In Tall Cotton #119. Dornbusch III, 1214. “One of the best and best known of the
brigade histories.” – In Tall Cotton. This copy belonged to D.C. Snyder Co. C 11th Regt Va.
Cavalry Rossers Brigade” as scripted in a fine hand on the front fly. Snyder is credited by McDonald
as furnishing the Roster for Co. K, in addition Snyder has made annotations and corrections. First
edition, interior clean and tight, soiled boards neatly reattached, spines frayed. Protected by a
clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$600.00
46. McMurray, W. J.
HISTORY OF THE TWENTIETH TENNESSEE REGIMENT
VOLUNTEER INFANTRY C.S.A. Nashville, 1976 reprint. 520 pages. Dornbusch II, TN(C)1024. Frontis and full-page illustrations on coated stock. Includes company rosters and an extensive
section of biographical sketches. “Full and reasonably reliable account of a western unit, but too
often weakened by the author’s impassioned commentaries.” – Civil War Books. Interior clean
and tight, boards slightly toned. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$50.00
47. Mowris, James A.
HISTORY OF THE ONE HUNDRED AND SEVENTEENTH
REGIMENT, N.Y. VOLUNTEERS, (FOURTH ONEIDA). Hartford 1866. XI 289 + 1
SOLDpages. Dornbusch I, NY-485. 117 New York Infantry. Fox’s Fighting 300. With Roster. Mowris
was the regimental surgeon. “Straight-forward, fresh recollections of a soldier whose service was
primarily along the Atlantic coast.” – Civil War Books. Department of Virginia, Department of
Virginia and North Carolina, Department of the South, Department of North Carolina. Includes a
good account of the capture of Wilmington, N.C. First edition, interior tight, foxed, per usual,
spine faded. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$200.00
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48. Myers, Frank M. THE COMANCHES: A HISTORY OF WHITE’S BATTALION,
VIRGINIA CAVALRY, LAUREL BRIGADE, HAMPTON DIVISION, A.N.V., C.S.A.
Marietta, GA 1956. 400 pages. In Tall Cotton #129. Dornbusch II, VA-1272. 35th Virginia
Cavalry (Confederate). “A light, witty study of a cavalry unit; comparable in spirit and charm to
John Casler’s narrative.” – Civil War Books. “Myers might be called the Casler of the cavalry.
This is an account written with realism and tempered with wit.” – In Tall Cotton. Fine except inner
hinges slightly browned (per usual), this copy being browned less than usual. Protected by a clear
acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$150.00
49. O’Ferrall, Charles T. FORTY YEARS OF ACTIVE SERVICE. New York and Washington,
1904. Neale Publishing Co. 367 pages. Krick #360. Dornbusch II, VA(C)-1270.
“…O’Ferrall’s…unit was the 23th Virginia Cavalry, and that both the military and political portions
of the book are significant. The title pages of each of the several copies of this book examined by
the author of this checklist contain the parenthetical notation ‘Third Thousand.’ It is possible,
though by no means certain, that the publisher used this device to imply immediate success.” –
Krick. First edition, “Third Thousand” as has been every copy we’ve offered, interior clean and
tight, scuffed, gold stamping bright. Anyone out there have a copy that is not “Third Thousand”???
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$150.00
50. Pellet, Brevet-Major Elias P. HISTORY OF THE 114TH REGIMENT, NEW YORK STATE
VOLUNTEERS. Norwich, New York 1866. 406 pages. Two albumen photographs (copies?)
mounted on laid in paper sheets bound in at front per usual. First edition, interior tight, foxed,
rubbed, above average. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$150.00
51. Pickett, LaSalle Corbell PICKETT AND HIS MEN. Atlanta 1899. 439 pages. Frontis of
D in his Confederate uniform. First edition, clean tight copy, scuffed, slight soil. Protected by
SOLPickett
a clear, acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$100.00
52. Royall, William L. SOME REMINISCENCES. New York and Washington, 1909. Neale
Publishing Co. 210 pages. Krick #428. Dornbusch II, VA-1241. 9th Virginia Cavalry. “The
best section of this volume is an account of the Wilderness fighting by A. P. Hill’s chief of staff.” –
Civil War Books. “The author enlisted in Co. “A” of the 9th VA Cav. in March of 1862 and
served in most of the campaigns of the Army of Northern Virginia until March of 1864 when he was
taken prisoner. He spent some time at Fort Delaware and the Old Capitol Prison in Washington
City. Included is an account of the famous Lee-to-the-rear incident in this section.” – Krick. First
edition, interior clean and tight, excepting slight speckling to end pages, 3 small spots to boards, 2
very faint, gold stamping bright, above average. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$250.00
53. Scharf, J. Thomas HISTORY OF THE CONFEDERATE STATES NAVY FROM ITS
ORGANIZATION TO THE SURRENDER OF ITS LAST VESSEL. New York, NY 1894.
x, [11]-824 pages. Frontis of Scharf, illustrated with full page portraits and scenes, plus many
drawings, plans, etc. for total of 74 illustrations. In Tall Cotton #162. Scharf was a midshipman
in the Confederate Navy. “The best on its subject...” – Civil War Books. “...unsurpassed in its
wealth of information.” – In Tall Cotton. Interior clean and tight, ex libris, Bell I. Wiley’s copy and
so signed by him, a large volume seldom found in good condition. Protected by a clear acid-free
mylar dust jacket.
$175.00
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54. Semmes, Raphael MEMOIRS OF SERVICE AFLOAT DURING THE WAR BETWEEN
THE STATES. Baltimore 1869. 833 pages. “A first-hand, subjective account by the Captain of
SOLD
the C.S.S. Sumter and C.S.S. Alabama; interestingly written.” Nevins. Frontis, portrait with
tissue guard, steel engraved portraits, six engravings from original designs printed in chromo-tints.
First edition, interior tight, some foxing, half leather, marbled boards, marbled endpages, outer edge
of pages marbled, 2 black leather spine labels stamped in gold, one spine label lacks a piece with
one letter of text loss, recased unevenly – with first few pages 1/8" uneven from the rest of text
block, withal a handsome old gal that’s been around. Seldom found in good condition. Interesting
that books about the Confederate Naval service appear side by side – Scharf, Semmes, Sinclair.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$200.00
55. Sinclair, Arthur TWO YEARS ON THE ALABAMA. Boston 1896. 344 pages. Frontis is a
deck scene, with tissue guard, 31 full-page illustrations including portraits, photographs, etc., on
coated paper. “One of the best accounts; interesting, reliable, comprehensive, and thoughtful;
contains brief biographical sketches and muster rolls.” – Civil War Books. Interior tight, minor soil
to the first few pages, minor soil to boards, spine faded, seldom found in good condition. Protected
by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$150.00
56. Stephens, Alexander Hamilton A CONSTITUTIONAL VIEW OF THE LATE WAR
BETWEEN THE STATES. Philadelphia, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Boston, Atlanta, Chicago. 186870. 2 volumes. In Tall Cotton #173. Civil War Books II-91. Illustrated with full page steel
engravings with tissue guards. “An elaborate, legalistic argument to vindicate the South; considerably
more pro-Confederate in tone than the author was as Vice-President during the war.” – Civil War
Books. “In the long run Vice President Alex Stephens had more in common with General P.G.T.
Beauregard than with any other prominent Confederate. Neither ever believed that he could have
possibly ever made a mistake in the execution of his responsibilities.” – In Tall Cotton. First
edition, interior clean and tight, ex libris, stamps, book pockets, no external markings, tips of spine
frayed, rubbed, seldom found in good condition. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$200.00
57. Stevens, Judge Jno. W. REMINISCENCES OF THE CIVIL WAR. A Soldier I Hood’s
Texas Brigade, Army of Northern Virginia. [Hillsboro, TX 1902]. Reprinted Powhatan, VA
SOLD
1982. 213 pages. Foxing to front endpages and first few pages. Protected by a clear, acid-free
mylar dust jacket.
$50.00
58. Stribling, Robert M. GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN AND CAMPAIGN OF 1864 AND
1865 IN VIRGINIA. Petersburg, VA 1905. x, [11], 308 pages. Dornbusch III, 2152. First
edition, interior clean and tight, scuffed, small scratched area on spine. Protected by a clear acidfree mylar dust jacket.
$75.00
59. Taylor, Walter H. FOUR YEARS WITH GENERAL LEE. New York 1878. 199 pages.
Howes T-74. Later edition of Dornbusch II, 2961. Steel engraved frontis of Lee with facsimile
signature. “A basic valuable source on the character of Lee and the strength of the Army of Northern
Virginia.” – Civil War Books. Interior tight, first few pages foxed, large faint brown spots, two
chips in front fly boards speckled, gold stamping on spine and front board bright, looks good on the
shelf. Protected by clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$75.00
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60. Taylor, Walter H. GENERAL LEE, HIS CAMPAIGNS IN VIRGINIA, 1861-1865, WITH
PERSONAL REMINISCENCES. Norfolk, VA 1906. x, 314 pages. Folding maps. In Tall
SOLD
Cotton #177. Dornbusch II, CB-2963. “….’brief but analytical work of much importance’
(Lee’s Lieutenant, III, 549).” – In Tall Cotton. “The better of Col. Taylor’s two volumes of
reminiscences because this work contains more personal observations and remembrances.”-Nevins.
First edition, interior tight, folding maps fine, front hinge crudely taped, ex libris, spine rubbed and
stained – but – signed in ink in a bold hand “W. H. Taylor” with flourishes under signature. Taylor
was Lee’s adjutant, biography of Taylor laid in. Spine toned with two small scratches and wrinkles
to one side. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$350.00
61. THE STORY OF ONE REGIMENT THE ELEVENTH MAINE INFANTRY
VOLUNTEERS IN THE WAR OF THE REBELLION. New York, NY 1896. xv, 435, lxx
pages. Press of J.J. Little and Co. Dornbusch I, ME-73. Union Bookshelf 136. 70 page roster.
“This is probably the best of the Maine regimental histories; highly detailed and highly personal;
revealing for the Atlanta and Petersburg campaigns.” – Nevins. First edition, interior clan and tight,
slightly rubbed, gold stamping bright. This copy belonged to as inscribed in a bold hand on the front
fly, “S. H. Merrill, Capt. Co. I, 11th Me Vol. Infy.,” newspaper clippings regarding Merrill are laid
in, one with a photograph of Merrill, also a photograph of Merrill is laid in, plus Merrill has noted
pages where he is mentioned. Merrill served with courage and bravery – as noted, also laid in a
handwritten note by W. S. Davis, on printed note page from “El Toyon, Auburn, California.” “One
of the best written accounts of the Battle of Malvern Hill, that I have ever read. W. S. Davis. I was
wounded there, knocked off my horse by a shell. Genl Charles Griffin directed the fire of the
artillery.” W. S. Davis is Col. Walter Scott Davis, 22nd MA Infantry. The best copy we have
offered in 52 years. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $350.00
62. Thompson, S. Millett
THIRTEENTH REGIMENT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
VOLUNTEER
INFANTRY
IN THE WAR OF THE REBELLION 1861-1865. A Diary
D
SOLCovering
Three Years and A Day. New York, NY 1888. 717 pages. Houghton, Mifflin and
Co. Dornbusch I, NH-56. 13th New Hampshire Infantry. Union Bookshelf 162. Roster. Frontis is
colored battle flags, 26 full-page illustrations most of which are full page maps and plans. “A superb
diary-like narrative of service in the Virginia Tidewater; Thompson meticulously amassed a wealth
of information on the regiment and its members.” – Civil War Books. Includes the battles of Port
Walthall, Swift Creek, Kingsland Creek, Drury’s Bluff, Cold Harbor, etc. First edition, interior
tight, faint marginal water stain to final 100 pages. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$100.00
63. Watson, James Monroe CONFEDERATE FROM EAST TEXAS. The Civil War Letters
of
DJames Monroe Watson. Edited by Judy Watson McClure. Quanah, TX 1976. 66 pages.
SOLFrontis
and illustrations. First edition, fine. Protected by a clear, acid-free mylar dust jacket
$100.00
64. Wyeth, John Allan WITH SABRE AND SCALPEL. The Autobiography of a Soldier and
Surgeon. New York 1914. xix, (2), 534 (1) pages. Dornbusch II, AL(C)-14. 4th Alabama
Cavalry. Frontis of Wyeth plus 16 illustrations on coated stock. “An exceptionally interesting and
reliable memoir by a surgeon who served in the cavalry of Bedford Forrest.” – Civil War Books.
First edition, interior clean and tight, two attractive bookplates, no names, boards scuffed and
toned. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.
$125.00
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